Presteady-state kinetics and carrier-mediated transport: a theoretical analysis.
Kinetic studies of cotransport mechanisms have so far been limited to the conventional steady-state approach which does not allow in general to resolve either isomerization or rate-limiting steps and to determine the values of the individual rate constants for the elementary reactions involved along a given transport pathway. Such questions can only be answered using presteady-state or relaxation experiments which, for technical reasons, have not yet been introduced into the field of cotransport kinetics. However, since two recent reports seem compatible with the observation of such transient kinetics, it would appear that theoretical studies are needed to evaluate the validity of such claims and to critically evaluate the expectations from a presteady-state approach. We thus report such a study which was performed on a simple four-state mechanism of carrier-mediated transport. The time-dependent equation for zero-trans substrate uptake was thus derived and then extended to models with p intermediary steps. It is concluded that (p-1) exponential terms will describe the approach to the steady state but that such equations have low analytical value since the parameters of the flux equation cannot be expressed in terms of the individual rate constants of the elementary reactions for models with p greater than 5. We thus propose realistic simplifications based on the time-scale separation hypothesis which allows replacement of the rate constants of the rapid steps by their equilibrium constants, thereby reducing the complexity of the kinetic system. Assuming that only one relaxation can be observed, this treatment generates approximate models for which analytical expressions can easily be derived and simulated through computer modeling. When performed on the four-state mechanism of carrier-mediated transport, the simulations demonstrate the validity of the approximate solutions derived according to this hypothesis. Moreover, our approach clearly shows that presteady-state kinetics, should they become applicable to (co)transport kinetics, could be invaluable in determining more precise transport mechanisms.